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Editorial
Thank you all for the wonderful time we spent together. It was a great pleasure for me to go along with you
all over the last 12 years, either as editor of the ISMA
bulletin but also as your president since 2010. This is
the occasion for me to thank Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland
very much. He was and is a fantastic friend and supporter all the time of my presidency.
The fact that the 6mJI activities and information around
the world have been collected and been tried to spread
to the other end of the world have certainly helped
the class to be in the focus of owners, sailors, clubs,
sail-makers and yards. I am sure, that the good mood in
the class will survive. It’s time to wish my successor,
Matt Brooks, and his team a prosperous continuation.

Now and after this very last bulletin I will lean back as
an editor and as a board member but not as an owner.
With great pleasure Temptation3 will come to La Trinité next year, one of it’s favourite places for racing and
for being. And we hopefully will meet again in 2016,
when I have the honour to receive you in Brunnen,
Switzerland for the Europeans again.
Beat Furrer

Presidents Words

ISMA
International Six Metre Association

TO: 6 Metre Sailors
From: Matt Brooks, President, International Six Metre
Association
Thank you for your confidence in electing me President at the AGM in Falmouth this summer.
The theme of my presidency is “participation“. While
the ISMA Executive Committee and I are deeply committed to advancing the goals of ISMA, I feel strongly
that we cannot achieve those goals as an organization
without your engagement and participation.
With that in mind, I would like to give you a brief update regarding several significant initiatives now underway.
Executive Director

I am pleased to announce that Tim Russell has been engaged as an independent consultant, serving in the role
of a paid Executive Director for ISMA. Given Tim’s
extensive history with ISMA and his wonderful common sense, he has much to offer the Association in this
newly established position.

2014 European 6mR Championship Falmouth General Post Mortem

Even when an event is as successful and well administered as this one, I believe that there are lessons to be
learned and room for improvement. The Association’s
Race Officer, Paul Smith, along with BISMA, the host
of the event, have held a Post Mortem and developed a
list of recommendations for future events. Members of
the Executive Committee will be reviewing these recommendations and contribute their feedback and suggestions, in hopes of improving future events
Executive Committee Members Work Plans

In Falmouth I asked each of the Vice Presidents as well
as the Treasurer and the Executive Director, to prepare
individual work plans for the coming year. The Executive Committee will review and discuss these plans at
our Winter Meeting in Germany.
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Association Winter Meeting

-

Technical questions

Thomas Kuhmann, the Association’s Vice President of
Marketing, has proposed a two day winter meeting in
Munich, Germany, along with social and recreational
activities in and around Munich. The proposed agenda
will include, but is not limited to, such topics as:

-

Future racing formats

-

Regional activities in Finland, Mediterranean,
North America (East & West Coasts)

-

Finalizing the communication strategy and preparing for AGM decisions next year.

-

Review of Executive Committee
Members Work Plans

-

Future activities of the Classics Division

-

Future activities of the Moderns Division

-

Marketing and promotion of the 6mR Class, including attracting new members

Thomas Kuhmann has volunteered to coordinate the
details of this spring meeting. Thank you Thomas!
Note: All ISMA members are welcome to attend this
spring meeting.

Dear Board- and Committee-Members,

Dear Presidents of the National Associations,

Dear Members of the International 6-Metre-Class and of the National-Class Associations!

On behalf of our President Matt Brooks, I have the honour to invite you all to our first Spring-Meeting of the 6-Metre-Class which shall be held in Munich, on March 5th/6th, 2015.

As some of you may have noticed, the efforts started and the energy invested into making our beautiful Class even
more exciting and attractive are so numerous that they can hardly be covered in single AGMs, typically held between coming home from the race course and going out for dinner.
Therefore, after some inquiry, we have decided to have a Winter-Meeting to be able to get into a more in-depth
discussion, socialize, get to know each other better and have some fun!
The primary purposes of the meeting should be:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Joint work on a new spirit and resolving all pending and relevant items on our agendas to make
this Class even more attractive and powerful.

Understand and resolve opinion differences resulting from geographic areas, fleet concentration, etc.
Prepare for senseful decisions to be taken at the next AGM, including the communication strategy.
Presentation of the new webpage.
Socialize and have fun!

Since all official meetings will be held in our offices and some meals will be sponsored by Board-Members, the
costs will consist of the flights to Munich and hotel accommodation for which we will try to find good deals.

For participants and spouses coming along on the trip we will have some attractive local programme as well as
proposals for those who want to continue to Salzburg, go skiing, or do other things in the Alpine region.

The President, all Board-Members and myself we would love to see as many participants as possible in Munich!
So, make a big circle in your agendas, please…
Remember: The Class was born in a lengthy session in the Dorchester Hotel in London in 1906 – we will do it in
a little less fancy way, but certainly we will have as much fun!

To make organization easier for me, I kindly ask everybody who intends to come to let me know as early as possible, so that I can get a good reading on the number of people joining, and get good hotel rates.

A detailed programme and hotel options will follow in the next two weeks and be posted on the ISMA page as well
Cordially Yours,

Thomas Kuhmann
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Review of 6mR Sailing Instructions

I have requested that the Association’s Race Officer,
Paul Smith, look at the Sailing Instructions and make
recommendation to the Executive Committee to standardize the instructions for all ISMA events. This
would include a recommended protocol for dealing
with boats that are over the line at the start (OCS).
Reprising the 6mR European Championship
as A Warm Up to the Worlds in La Trinité.

Several members have suggested that the Association
re-run the 2014 6mR European Championship as Warm
Up to Worlds in La Trinité, France. I think this question
needs to be carefully considered. Despite a positive reaction to the suggestion at the closing proceedings in
Falmouth, several concerns have been voiced:
1) Two major events back-to-back would entail too
long a time a commitment for most potential competitors.
2) The European Championships would in effect be
held two years back-to-back, in 2015 and 2016, if they
are to be kept in sequence with the Worlds.
3) There is a potential conflict with a pre-event the
French 6mR Association may be planning in La Trinité.
Royal Danish YC - Event in 2020

I think it would be interesting to have the 2020 event in
Denmark. I understand it would coincide with a major
anniversary of the Royal Danish YC. The Association
is contacting the Royal Danish YC to determine if they
have an interest in hosting the 2020 event.
Queen Christina Cup

It has been suggested that the Queen Christina Cup be
held in Vancouver as a ‘warm up’ to the 2015 event.
In a very brief discussion in Falmouth with the 6mrR
representatives from Vancouver, I received a positive
response. If the Association’s Executive Committee
concurs, Tim Russell and Paul Smith will coordinate
with the Vancouver organizers, assuming that the event
organizers are agreeable.
Documentation of Major 6mR Trophies

As a matter of house keeping, the Association will
conduct an inventory and document the major 6mR
trophies, This documentation will be featured on the
Association’s new web site, with illustrations for each
trophy along with a brief history and list of all past winners. For example, both the President Woodrow Wilson
Trophy and the Coppa Giovanelli Trophy are interest-
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ing historical artifacts in their own right and the former
is an important example of silversmithing artwork.
Additionally, we will evaluate the insurance and custodial requirements for all ISMA trophies, some of which
are virtually irreplaceable. For now, the Association
has implemented a policy of requiring receipts (Custodial Agreements) for perpetual trophies, which are
signed by the winner's yacht club and thereby insured
by that club.
Secretary of ISMA

Tim Russell in his role as Executive Director of ISMA
will also act as Secretary of the Association.
ISMA Web Page & Address

Johan Larsson, the Association’s Vice President of
Moderns, has made available to the Association at no
cost the domain address: www.6mr.com I believe that
the majority of the members of the Executive Committee agree to use this domain address for the Association’s new web site.
Thilo Durach, thilo.durach@t-online.de, has agreed to
assume the responsibility for the Association’s newsletter and web site. Thilo and Thomas Kuhmann are
working together on the development of the new web
site, as well as social media for ISMA. I expect the Association’s new web site and social media sites will be
on-line prior to the end of this calendar year.
ISMA Marketing and PR

Thomas Kuhmann is developing an overall marketing
and PR plan for consideration by the Executive Committee. This plan is scheduled for presentation to the
Executive Committee by October 31st.
BISMA did an excellent job of providing professional
PR for both ISMA and BISMA at Falmouth through
the services of Fiona Brown (www.fionabrown.com).
Individual Trophies for Boats Built
to the Early Versions of the Rule

To encourage participation by all boats, the Executive
Committee is considering the authorization of additional perpetual trophies, ensuring that boats built to
each version of the Rule will have their own championship trophy.
If anyone knows of any existing trophies that can be
re-dedicated, for example, to the winning First Rule
boat in the European Championships or the Worlds
(two separate trophies), please contact me. If not, are
there any suggestions as to possible names for the new
trophies?
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Overall Winner for both the 6mR
European and World Championships

Presently, it is not possible on a practical basis for
any boat built to earlier versions of the Rule, or a boat
sailing as a Classic, to win the overall regatta at either
the 6mR European or World Championships. I have
requested Paul Smith, as the ISMA Race Officer, to
consider presenting to the Executive Committee a proposal to modify the present system (I understand that a
change to the Deed of Gift would likely be required) to
allow any boat to win the overall regatta at either the
6mR European or World Championships.
An overall winner could be chosen based on any one
of several criteria. I hope these initial ideas prompt a
lively discussion on this topic.
Register of all 6 Metre Boats

Matt Cockburn has invested much time researching
and documenting all 6mR boats. I have encouraged
Matt to continue this effort to include all 6mR boats
worldwide, including contact information and current
status. It is estimated that there are a total of 1,200 1,500 6mR boats, and documenting them all and making the information available on the ISMA web site
will provide a valuable resource and reference for the
entire community. If a boat is available for sale, charter or restoration, interested sailors will be able to go
to this one source for information. In the future ISMA
could use this register for out-reach to non-members/
participants.
ISMA Newsletter

Matt Brooks

Beat agreed to prepare one last newsletter for ISMA.
Thank you, Beat! Moving forward ISMA's Newsletter Chair, Thilo Durach, thilo.durach@t-online.de
,has agreed to produce an electronic newsletter on a
bi-monthly basis, in additional to the Classic Newsletter he is currently producing. Thilo needs help from all
of us to provide interesting content for both newsletters. Please do what you can to help Thilo with updates
and stories of interest to both communities.
The Newsletters play an essential role in our efforts to
encourage greater participation!
Metre Boat Associations

The other Metre boat associations are facing similar issues to ours. As President of ISMA, I have started an
exchange of information and contacts with these other
Associations. I welcome your thoughts on this topic.
If you have any comments, questions or suggestions,
please let me know.
Thanks again!
Matt Brooks
President
International 6 Metre Association
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Official ISMA news
Report of the Vice President racing

2) “Fun Racing”

There is a lot about racing in the current journal. Six
Metre’s were designed to race in the same way birds
are designed to fly. Who would have it any other way.

Report.

Would it be possible to have more ‘fun’ racing, involving perhaps, reaching legs, use of navigation marks and
possibly changes of crew to permit the more experienced to tutor newcomers? My view on this is that the
6Metre still offers a Gold Standard racing experience,
for a Championship of great standing, particularly the
opportunity to become an ISAF recognised World
Champion, to be worthy of the name the format has to
be very tightly proscribed, as is the case at the moment
with the various deeds of gift.

I have the privilege of having oversight over the racing
we organise, currently a World Championship and a
European Championship in alternate years.

However we do have a lay day built into the Regatta
program and the suggestion is we should use this to
experiment with different race formats.

However we need to reflect on the way the Class presents itself to the world and the needs of its sailors. The
more voices that contribute to this debate over the coming months the better.

In the current year we had a good turnout at the European Championship Regatta that was exceptional in
almost all respects, the one quality missing was a decent breeze. The Race Organisers valiantly marched us
from one side of Falmouth bay to another, in search of
the elusive breeze, usually under a baking hot sun, but
despite all their best endeavour we could not manage
the five races necessary to complete a series.
Such was the hospitality on offer I don’t think any of us
felt it was a bad week, just part of sailings rich tapestry.
However, a lot of interesting questions have bubbled to
the surface about the nature of our racing, the way the
class promotes itself and the best way forward.
To address these it is proposed to hold a Winter gathering, open to all members when we can discuss.
I shall simply summarise a few of these racing related
issues now.
1) OCS.
Technical point, but at the moment it is the responsibility of the boat to decide whether or not is is over the
line when the Race Officer signals an individual recall.
Other classes make use of the radio to indicate boats
that are over.
Tim Russell has prepared a paper summarising the issues but my inclination, together with that of many others is to use the technology to allow the Race Officer
to announce which boats are over. Please see the paper
prepared by Tim as this is a surprisingly complex subject and the devil very much lies in the detail.

3) Ownership of the Regatta.
Traditionally the Class has left organisation of the Regatta to the individual club who is kind enough to host.
In particular the Class is poor at using its collective
memory of what works well and what is less helpful.
We now wish to take a lead from classes such as the
Dragons and be a little more proscriptive with the organisation. For example Falmouth had a set of Class
derived sailing instructions that worked well and it is
proposed we adopt these as the template for organising clubs to follow. Obviously there may be changes to
reflect local conditions but 90% of the sailing instructions should be ‘ours’.
Similarly we are also compiling a list of facilities we
will look for at future major events. For example the
tent by the dock at Falmouth was invaluable for promoting both camaraderie as well as better organisation.
4) Europeans not sailed in 2014.
Because of the lack of wind in Falmouth we do not
have a current winner of this trophy. Having considered at length the possibility of combining the Worlds
and Europeans into one event in 2015 we reluctantly
concluded the complexity meant legislating for the exceptional event, e.g. no wind, did not justify the benefit
and might even be detrimental to the 2015 Worlds in
La Trinite. So the next Europeans will be in 2016.
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5) Queen Christina Nations Cup.
This has not been raced for a couple of years. We shall
endeavour to revive this.
Overall we are very conscious that the Six Metre in its
second century of life as a Class needs to sanity check
its relevance to the modern sailing world. It must remember always it is a development class, which means
a blend of adopting the best of the present whilst maintaining the traditions of the boat as the most superlative
upwind yacht in the world requiring great technical
skill to wring the last ounce of performance from its
magnificent rig and hull.

gbr 107 wahhalla

Paul Smith October 2014

The OCS Problem
One of the issues that came to notice at the European
Championships in Falmouth was the problem of what
competitors expect to happen if there are one or more
boats over the line (OCS – On Course Side) at the start.
It became clear that some competitors expected or assumed that the Race Officer would call the numbers of
OCS boats on the radio.
Obviously this is something that I discussed with Chris
Hadden, the Race Officer, at the time. And since then I
have had the opportunity to hear the views of a number
of other International Race Officers, and International
Judges. The issue is not as simple as it may at first
appear.
The first thing that should happen when there is a competitor OCS is that the race committee must display
Flag X with a sound signal. Racing Rule RRS 29.1
requires this signal to be displayed ‘promptly’ – and
case law indicates that ‘promptly’ means within 5 seconds of the start. On a long or crowded start line the
Race Officer in Charge may not be able to identify all
the boats that are OCS, and he will need to consult with
the Assistant Race Officer at the pin end. And either
of them may have to follow boats visually for some
time after the start until they get a clear sight of their
sail number. So although it may be clear that there are
boats OCS, it may take longer before the Race Committee has a complete list of the OCS boats.
There is nothing in RRS that requires Race Officers to
advise individual boats that they are OCS. In informal
club races on a short line it may be normal practice
to call competitors by voice or by loud-hailer, or to

display numbers on a board – obviously in these circumstances it can be a fair and reasonable procedure
if each and every competitor has an equal chance of
seeing or hearing their number, and it can be a friendly
and helpful thing to do. For the opposite reasons, on
a crowded line in a big dinghy fleet it would be unfair
to call numbers because not every competitor would be
in a position to hear or see – and if the race committee
had taken some time to compile a list of boats OCS
they could be some way up the course by then. But in
a fleet where all boats can be in radio contact, there is a
possibility of advising boats that are OCS.
However, if we are going to advise boats they are OCS,
we must be certain that the procedure is fair. There are
two issues here:
• One can argue that being in the right place, on the
correct side of the line at the start, is one of the skills of
racing. So judging whether you are OCS or not is part
of the problem that all competitors face – all have an
equal chance to get it right or wrong.
• If the race committee signal an individual recall, some
boats may know they are at fault and will immediately
try to take action to re-cross the start line. Others may
not know, or they do know or suspect they were OCS
but think they might not have been spotted and can ‘get
away with it’. If we call all the boats that are OCS, then
you could argue that is unfair to the first group, because
the second group are effectively receiving some sort of
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‘outside assistance’ – without the call they would have
sailed on and be marked OCS in the results.
It is interesting to see what other classes do about the
problem – a few classes have published a guide setting
out what arrangements they expect at a regatta:
• The Dragon Class require that sail numbers are displayed prominently at both ends of the line.
• The Etchells require that recalled boats are identified
on a display board at the weather mark, and specify that
no verbal communication to competitors is allowed.
• The Melges 24 requires that a list of OCS boats is
broadcast twice, and the list is not modified by a boat’s
subsequent actions – so for example if a boat is OCS
but has already returned to the correct side its number
will still be called.
It is also interesting to see what arrangements we have
used at other events:
• At Brunnen the Sailing Instructions said that “If possible, boats scoring BFD in a race will be informed by
the display of their sail number at the windward mark”.
• At Flensburg the Sailing Instructions said: “the Race
Committee may broadcast race information on VHF
before or during each race. Failure of such communication to be given or received, or the order in which
OCS calls are broadcast, shall not be grounds for redress…”
And in some regattas, where there is video monitoring of the start line, it may be some time after the start
before the video is reviewed to establish the numbers
of boats that were over. For instance in Cowes Week
no broadcast is made to boats that are OCS because,
once the race committee has identified some boast
were OCS and signalled an individual recall, the video
recording of the start is reviewed at the regatta centre
to identify any OCS boats that the line officer may not
have been able to see.
When considering these different arrangements remember that some of them are not designed to advise
boats that have been OCS at the start so that they can
return to start, but are there to advise boats that have
been black-flagged that they should leave the course, or
to advise OCS boats when they reach the weather mark
that they must not interfere with other boats.
So there are three separate situations when we might
want to inform boats that they are OCS.
In the first case, we are simply telling boats they are
OCS so that they do not waste time and effort sailing a
complete race when they will not receive a score. So
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we can simply transmit the numbers of OCS boats after
flag X has been removed (4 minutes after the start) or
by displaying them at the windward mark.
In the second case we may want to identify boats that
were OCS, or boats that were black-flagged, so that
they are required to leave the race area. This will need
to be defined in the Sailing Instructions, and the penalty for not leaving the area will have to be specified
– typically this is to make the score one that cannot
be discarded (DNE = Disqualification not excludable).
An appropriate instruction would be:
“Informing OCS/BFD boats. When boats have been
identified as OCS and have failed to return within 4
minutes of the start, the Race Committee will transmit
a list of the OCS boats by VHF after Flag X has been
removed. When boats have been identified as being
in the triangle between the start line and the first mark
within the final minute during a “Black Flag” start, the
Race Committee will transmit a list of these boats by
VHF as soon as feasible after the start. Boats that have
been identified in this way shall promptly leave the race
area and take no further part in the race. If they fail to
do so, the boat’s score for that race shall be DNE.”
In the third case, we are helping boats to decide whether they are OCS so they have the opportunity of returning and being able to make a valid race. The issue is
much more difficult. Firstly, the Race Officer and the
assistant at the pin end need time to consult and agree
on the definitive list of OCS boats - this can take a
while, particularly if there is a tape or video that needs
to be consulted. Secondly, the transmission needs to be
done in a way that all OCS boats have approximately
the same opportunity to return (difficult if there are,
say, 5 or more OCS boats). Thirdly, we need to think
about the situation where VHF conditions may be poor
or where a transmission may be interrupted, either by a
competitor or by someone who has nothing to do with
the race. And finally, it is appropriate to give some
advantage to those boats that know they were OCS and
take an early decision to return of their own accord. If
we decide to go down this route, an appropriate sailing
instruction might be:
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“Informing OCS boats. In accordance with RRS 29.1,
when boats have been identified as being OCS the race
committee vessel will display Flag X accompanied by
one sound signal. In addition, the race committee will
transmit a list of all OCS boats by VHF. The list of
OCS boats will be transmitted twice. The transmission will not be made earlier than 1 minute after the
start and will not be made later than 3 minutes after
the start. Within this time window, the specific timing of the transmission and the order in which numbers are called will not be grounds for a request for
redress. Neither failure of VHF radio nor poor radio
reception conditions will be grounds for a request for
redress. Notwithstanding this sailing instruction, boats
are reminded that it is their own responsibility to judge
whether they are OCS and to return accordingly.”

The VP Racing comments as follows:

Because this is a complex issue, and not easy to resolve, many of the people I have consulted have advised that we should not try to broadcast the numbers
of boats that are OCS. But if the Association decides
that is what it wants, then we will have to word the
Sailing Instructions very carefully.

23 October 2014

Tim Russel and Robin Richardson
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1.It is the view of the Board that we should where possible notify boats that are over the line by radio.
2.This will not be an obligation - and done only when
the race officer is satisfied he can account for all boats
over the line.
3.Such a notification will only take place once 30 seconds has elapsed from the start of the race. This will
benefit those boats which recognise their situation immediately the individual recall signal is displayed and
return of their own accord."
Tim Russell
Executive Secretary
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From the Executive Secretary
The proposal for ISMA to appoint an Executive Secretary was agreed at the AGM held in Falmouth on 21
July during the European Championships. As the first
holder of that post, I thought it might be helpful to summarise what I will do for the Association.

B.

Financial

B1

Handle the day-to-day finances of ISMA including, but not limited to, the receipt of subscriptions, the sale of sail labels and the payment of
routine invoices.

B2

Maintain the financial records of ISMA.

B3

Act as a signatory of ISMA’s bank accounts held
at HSBC Bank plc, 94 East Street, Chichester,
West Sussex, PO19 1HD.

B4

Deliver to the Treasurer of ISMA not less frequently than once a month an up-to-date record
of income and expenditure.

B5

Prepare the accounts of ISMA at the year end, and
for submission to the AGM.

B6

A2. Administer the day-to-day affairs of ISMA, handling correspondence as directed by the President
and/or the ISMA Board.

In conjunction with the Treasurer of ISMA, prepare an annual budget for future receipts and expenditures.

B7

A3. Act as the principal point of contact with the International Sailing Federation (ISAF).

Maintain a stock of sail labels and other stock and
merchandise and a record of sales of the same.

B8

Receive subscription income from National fleets
and individual members.

B9

Arrange to submit the financial records of ISMA
to the Treasurer of ISMA for audit, as required.

The contract under which I will work lists the duties of
the Executive Secretary under three headings, administrative, financial and technical, as follows:
A.

Administrative

A1. Act as the Secretary to the Board of ISMA, arranging meetings as required including, but not
limited to, an Annual General Meeting, publishing an agenda and all supporting papers, recording the minutes of the meeting and submitting
them for the President’s approval.

A4. Maintain the membership records of ISMA.
A5. Act as the focal point for all correspondence.
A6. Handle general correspondence with National
Fleets.
A7. Ensure papers for meetings are communicated to
National Fleets.

C.

Technical

C1

Act as the Secretary of the ISMA Technical Committee liaising with the Chairman and members,
as required. In that capacity:

C2

Act as the point-of-contact for members seeking
resolution of technical issues.

C3

Act as the focus for handling rule interpretations.

C4

Prepare rule changes for approval of ISMA and
for submission to ISAF.

C5

Review building forms and measurement forms
for consistency.

A12. Monitor the proposed agenda items for ISAF conferences, and attend as the class representative, if
required.

C6

Maintain a database of flotation data and the use
of the deep flotation allowance in the Classic
fleet.

A13. Support Vice-President (Marketing), as required,
in maintaining the marketing and communications strategy of ISMA.

C7

Act as the Secretary of the ISMA Classic Committee liaising with the Chairman and members
as required.

C8

Maintain a watching brief on the construction of
new boats taking advantage of the replica rule.

A8. Maintain a database of boat measurers, sail measurers, ISAF officials, and National Fleet officers.
A9. In conjunction with the Vice-President (Racing)
develop and maintain guidelines for World and
European Championships.
A10. Attend the World and European Championships
in a supporting capacity, acting as a point of liaison with the Organising Authority of the event.
A11. Maintain a calendar of future events.
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As you can see, for practical purposes that makes me
your first point of contact for just about everything to
do with Six Metres and the Association. When you
need to get in touch with me, the best option will be to
use my e-mail address. For the time being this will remain as tim@timrussell.freeserve.co.uk though we will
try to get something a bit shorter and easier to remember associated with the website’s domain name once it
is set up. You can also call me on my landline number
+44 1243 781052 – please take the time zone into account. There is an answerphone which will take messages when I am not there, and if I am away I can check
it remotely and will do so regularly. If you want to try
my mobile it is +44 7973 298633 but be warned that
mobile reception is not good at my home address and
you might do better trying the landline first. For the
same reason, if you leave a message on the mobile it
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may be a while before I pick it up. If you need to send
me anything by conventional post then the address is:
Auburn Cottage
Church Road
North Mundham
Chichester
PO20 1JU
UK
I look forward to working with you.
Tim Russell
21 October 2014

From the Treasurer – Ismo Hentula
Change of Treasurer

As you will see from the minutes of the Annual General Meeting held at Falmouth, I was voted to succeed
Matt Brooks as Treasurer. Under the new administrative arrangements, Tim Russell in his role as Executive
Secretary will be responsible for the day-to-day management of the Association’s financial affairs. He has
already taken over responsibility for running the bank
accounts and preparing the financial returns.
You can contact either of us about financial matters.
Tim’s e-mail address is tim@timrussell.freeserve.
co.uk and mine is ismo.hentula@procope.fi
Membership Subscriptions

It may seem rather early to remind you about subscriptions for next year, but by the time we have replaced
the Journal with some other way of keeping in touch
with the Association the due date may be getting close.
There are two categories of membership:
a. Full membership is for the owners of boats currently
in racing commission. This means all boats wherever
they race – it is not just for those boats that compete
internationally. The subscription rate is €80.
b. Associate membership is for those who are not listed as boat owners, but wish to keep in touch with the
affairs of the class. It is also the appropriate rate for

owners of boats which are laid up and not actively racing. The subscription rate is €30.
Owners of two or more boats are to pay subscriptions
for each boat at whatever rate is appropriate, except
that if one or more of their boats are in commission
then no fee need be paid for boats not in commission.
Joint owners are to arrange that one owner pays the fee
appropriate to the boat, and the remainder pay at the
associate rate, the total cost to be divided among them
at their discretion.
ISMA’s banking arrangements have remained unchanged with the bank accounts held in the UK. But
before they make payment, Fleet Treasurers are asked
to contact the Executive Secretary to confirm the account details.
Treasurers or Secretaries should also forward a list
of the subscriptions they have paid, giving the members’ names and a contact address. For full members
they should also give the sail number and the name of
the boat. We appreciate that some members may be
reluctant to give out their e-mail address, and others
will prefer to be contacted this way, but if possible it
is helpful to have both e-mail and postal addresses. It
is important that ISMA has a contact address for each
member, in case we need to circulate anything to members.
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Have you got your Sail Labels?

Please remember that all sails measured after 1 March
2005 must carry the official certification mark near the
tack. Sail Certification Marks can be ordered from the
Executive Secretary by mail or e-mail. On receipt of
your order he will reply with an invoice and ask you to
make payment direct to the ISMA account. The cost is
€100 for each mark. To reduce bank charges, sailmakers are asked to order several marks at a time, rather
than buying them individually. As soon as receipt of
your payment is confirmed he will despatch the marks
by post – there is no charge for postage. Please make
sure you order sail marks in good time, since if he is
away there will be no-one to process your order. It is
always a little unsafe to hope that you will be able to
buy sail labels after you arrive at an event – and much
safer to ensure that your sails are measured (which includes having a label) before you get there.
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You will notice that there is only one significant difference between the situation now and the prediction for
the year end. Because the Association now has a contract for the services of the Executive Secretary it will
need to provide for that payment. Otherwise, I do not
expect any further receipts, and there will only a small
amount to pay in bank charges.
It is normal that our income is a little lower in the year
of a European Championships, when we sell fewer sail
labels. There has been a small fall in the numbers of
full members, which is disappointing, but it is good to
see we have improved the numbers of associate members this year. It would be nice to see more in both
categories. Our costs have been lower this year now
that the Journal has been sent out electronically, so we
have not had to meet the costs of printing and postage.
The accounts are shown here:
Voting Rights in 2015

Accounts for 2014

I have prepared the accounts for this year up to 30
September, with a prediction for the end of the year.
These accounts represent the total of both ISMA’s
bank accounts, with the sterling account converted
into Euro at a rate of £1 = Euro 1.29. The changing
exchange rate continues to make accounting rather interesting, and I have tried to separate and identify the
effects of exchange rate fluctuations. You will see that
we have made a small gain (negative loss) on currency
exchange and bank transfers. This is not the result of
successive ISMA treasurers being very clever, but simply a reflection of the way that currency exchange rates
have moved during the year.

Voting rights in 2015 will be dependent on the fees
paid in the previous year (ISMA By-law D4). This
year we have collected fees for 110 boats, as follows:
Fleet

Votes

Finland

30

France

7

Germany

6

Great Britain

18

North America

27

Sweden
Switzerland
Total

5
17
110

A full list will be published on the ISMA website.
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International Six Metre Association (ISMA)
Minutes of the 42nd Annual General Meeting

Fleet

Boats

held on Monday 21st July 2014

Denmark

in Falmouth at the Auditorium of the National Maritime Museum

Finland

30

France

7

Represented by

3
Kari Loukola
Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland

Germany

11

Thomas Kuhmann

1. Welcome

Great Britain

15

Robin Richardson

President Beat Furrer welcomed all the participants.
He noted that the Agenda of the present AGM had been
published on ISMA’s website in due time (June 15th)
and stated that he would now follow the Agenda.

North America

24

Matt Brooks

2. In Memoriam

The President asked for a minute of silence in memory
of Jean-Pierre Blavec (1934-2013), who passed away
last year. As SNT Honorary President, we will all remember him as a close friend to our Class and for all
the many 6 Metre Championships (French and British
Open, Coupe de l’Entente Cordiale and others) he organized in La Trinité.

Sweden
Switzerland
Total

5
20

Claes Henningson
Beat Furrer

115

These are the 115 voting rights for the 2014 AGM in
Falmouth.
6. 2013 Accounts/2014 ISMA Dues

The 2013 accounts have been approved unanimously.
See Attachment I to the Agenda and the attached written comments provided later by Gail Fishley on behalf
of Matt Brooks and circulated at the AGM.

3. Apologies for Absence

The President reported that Henrik Andersin and Matt
Cockburn had sent him his apologies for absence.

7. President’s Report

The President expressed his thanks to:
• the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club for the Europeans,

4. Minutes of Previous Meeting

The Hon. Secretary indicated that the Minutes of the
2013 AGM held in Flensburg had been published in
early Autumn 2013 on ISMA’s website. In the absence of any comments, the Minutes of the 2013 AGM
are therefore regarded as approved and will be signed
by the President.

• the British International Six Metre Association (BISMA) for the Europeans,
• Thomas Kuhmann and Thilo Durach for creating the
questionnaire, and presenting the results graphically,
with comments,
• Matt Cockburn and Tim Russell for all their useful
assistance,
• all attendees participating to the AGM.

5. Number of votes per national association
based on 2013 dues paid

The voting numbers resulting from paid memberships
in 2013 had been prepared by Tim Russell, the Honorary Treasurer of the Class until December 31st, 2013.
They give voting figures as follows:
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8. ISMA Board Governance Proposals

President

8.1 The Nominating Committee has proposed a new
governance structure for ISMA’s Board which substitutes, in place of the existing geographical vice-presidencies, four functional VP’s as follows:

President
Votes: elected

•

VP Moderns,

•

VP Classics,

•

VP Marketing,

•

VP Racing
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Matt Brooks (USA)

Vice-Presidents
Since the new governance structure has been approved,
the proposed slate to be voted upon is as follows:
VP Moderns:
Votes: elected

Johann Larsson (SWE)

Consequently, ISMA’s by-laws article F.2 would become:

VP Classics:
Votes: elected

Tim Street (GBR)

“ Four Vice-Presidents shall assist the President
and assume his duties in his absence”

VP Marketing:
Votes: elected

Thomas Kuhmann (GER)

Votes: approved unanimously

VP Racing:
Votes: elected

Paul Smith (GBR)

8.2 BISMA has suggested that, similar to what has
been done in other classes, ISMA‘s governance could
benefit from hiring a permanent or “Executive Secretary” who would act as Secretary to the President, the
Board in general, including the Technical and Classic
Committees; if such is the case the Honorary Secretary as defined in the by-laws could be replaced by the
“Executive Secretary”. The Executive Secretary would
also take over the administration of the Association’s
finances, under the supervision of the elected Treasurer.
See Attachment II presented by BISMA: “A Proposal
for Secretarial Support” posted on the website with the
Agenda.
If agreed, ISMA’s by-laws article F.4 would become:
“The Secretary keeps the minutes and books of ISMA.
The Board upon a proposal by its President has the option of hiring a permanent “Executive Secretary” who
would assume the secretarial duties and also act as Secretary to the Classic and Technical Committees. The
Executive Secretary will also manage the administration of the Association’s finances under the supervision
of the elected Treasurer.”
Votes: approved unanimously
2014-2016 ISMA Board: Nominating Committee Proposals to be voted upon
Note that the Nominating Committee sent to the President, prior to the AGM, a revised slate which was posted before the meeting on ISMA’s website. The following proposals are therefore those of this revised slate.

Other Functions
Treasurer:

Ismo Hentula (FIN) or,
Christian Teichmann (GBR)

Votes: Ismo Hentula elected
Kari Loukola, who was present at the meeting, confirmed that he will provide ISMA with a list of all Finnish owners with their details and postal address.
Technical Committee:
Chairman:

David Pedrick (USA), or
Hank Thayer (USA)

Matt Brooks made a short presentation of Hank Thayer for all attendees and suggested the possibility of a
co-chairmanship of the TC by David Pedrick and Hank
Thayer.
Votes:

David Pedrick re-elected

The President asked David Pedrick to make sure that
in the future he will be an active TC chairman, dealing
in a timely fashion with the priorities and issues facing
the TC.
Members: David Pedrick (USA),
Hank Thayer (USA),
Ian Howlett (GBR),
Guy-Roland Perrin (SUI),
Greg Stewart (USA),
David Chivers (GBR),
Jussi Mannerberg (FIN)
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An additional proposal was made from the floor that
Tim Russell should also be considered a candidate for
membership of the Technical Committee
Votes: all proposed members were elected including
Tim Russell.
Classic Committee
Chairman:
Votes: elected

Tim Street (GBR)

Members:

Peter Hoffman (USA),
Esko Kilpi (FIN),
Eric Jespersen (CAN),
Tim Street (GBR)

respond to our query and that he will continue to follow
up this matter as he has been asked by the President to
do so.
Kari Loukola (FIN) stated on behalf of the Finnish Association that the Finns wanted to keep two separate
starts for the Moderns and Classics in 6 Metre regattas.
Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland expressed his concern with
the coming 2015 International Six Metre World Championship and the necessity to have a positive solution
agreed with ISAF by the end of 2014, if possible, as the
Preliminary Notice of Race will have to be published
by then.
See Attachment III to the Agenda prepared by Tim
Russell «Issues for World Championships»

Votes: all elected

10. World Cup Deed of Gift
and European Championship Rules

Nominating Committee

Upon the initiative of Matt Cockburn and in liaison
with Tim Russell, both have prepared a much needed
updated version of the World Cup Deed of Gift.

Chairman:

Henrik Andersin (FIN)

Members:

Thomas Kuhmann (GER)
Toby Rodes (USA)

Votes: all re-elected, with Henrik Andersin acting as
chairman
Classic Newsletter

: Thilo Durach (GER)

Votes: no vote took place since it was agreed that
this was not an elected appointment. However Matt
Brooks indicated that Thilo Durach has agreed he will
in future produce the newsletter of the Association as
well as continuing the Classic Newsletter.
All details of the Board members will be published on
ISMA’s website at: www.6metre.ch
9. ISAF WORLD CUP Issue

Tim Russell made a presentation of the current situation of our Class with respect to ISAF’s regulations
concerning the World Cup issue. He reminded all of
the constraints resulting from the above regulations,
in particular in terms of the number of boats required
(20 Classics and 20 Moderns if there are two entries
and therefore two starts); he indicated that a discussion
had been initiated in 2014 with ISAF in order to have
ISAF review these numbers, notably for safety reasons
among others, while suggesting that the International
Six Metre Class could benefit from the same numbers
applied to the Eights (12 instead of 20).
He added that the Class was now waiting for ISAF to

Proposal to reword above Deed of Gift as per the proposed updated version of the Deed of Gift posted with
the Agenda as Attachment IV
Vote:

Yes, unanimously

Proposal to let the Secretary under the supervision of
the Board make the equivalent changes and accordingly reword the European Championship Rules
Vote:

Yes, unanimously

11. Marketing & Communication

Thomas Kuhmann first reminded all of the reasons for
the questionnaire, expressed his thanks to the 53 people
who filled in the questionnaire and then summarized
the main points resulting from it as follows:
• the outcome of it is very clear: the Class wants to
move into new communication media and style while
making savings,
• the Class is aware we have an ageing problem and
therefore needs to attract younger people; there are a
number of ideas that could be implemented accordingly,
• the whole issue being quite complex, he proposed to
take 3 to 4 months to first lay down the steps and actions to be taken and then present them to Matt Brooks
involving Thilo Durach in this work together with
someone from Scandinavia and the US.
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Matt Brooks indicated:
• he would ask each VP to be on the team with Thomas
Kuhmann,
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15. Other questions to be voted upon
Championships

• he agreed to Thomas Kuhmann’s ideas,

Worlds 2015

• he wanted to be an ‘inclusive’ president for the
Class,

La Trinité, France, Decided 2010
Dates: 29 May – 5 June

• he set a date of no later than October 31st, 2014 for
Thomas Kuhmann to present a future communication
policy.

There will be warm up races on May 30 and 31. SNT
will open a special page on its website in early November 2014 dedicated to the event.

12. Technical Committee annual report

Europeans 2016

No report from the Technical Committee was received
prior to the AGM. However David Pedrick has circulated a number of copies of a report to the attendees and
then made some brief comments with respect to some
of the points appearing in this report which is attached
to the present Minutes.
Andy Ash-Vie made some remarks regarding in particular the specification of the circumference of the 30
metre anchor in line in terms that appear today as terribly obsolete.
David Pedrick said he was aware of that problem that
had been discussed with ISAF some years ago with no
result, and said he would work on having it replaced by
a more appropriate solution.

Brunnen, Suisse, Decided 2011
Dates given by Beat Furrer:
warm–up event 8 – 10 July
Europeans 11 – 20 July
Worlds 2017
Vancouver, Canada, Decided 2013
Dates given by the Canadians: 28 July – 4 August, to
include the North American Championship on 29 and
30 July.
The Canadians provided all participants with a leaflet
about the event and also advised that discussions are
being held with sponsors on several issues including
transportation

13. Classic Committee annual report

The President expressed all his thanks to Tim Street,
who attended the AGM, for his annual report of the
Classic Committee
See Attachment V.I “Annual Report” to the Agenda,
prepared by Tim Street
Matt Brooks, in turn, said he would expect for next
year’s AGM a joint recommendation from both the
Technical and Classic Committees on the subject of
‘replicas’.
See Attachment V.II “Replicas” memorandum to the
Agenda, sent by Matt Cockburn.
		
14. Classic Six Metre Newsletter

Thilo Durach advised that the next newsletter will soon
be published.

Europeans 2018
Sweden (Nynäshamn)
Proposed - official letter from the Yacht Club still to
be received.
Vote: Yes, Sweden confirmed
Worlds 2019
Hangö Segel Förening (HSF), Finland
Europeans 2020
no proposal so far received
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16. Queen Christina Nations Cup 2014

18. Future sailing events

No information available, but Robin Richardson indicated that the UK could not host it this year.

		

17. Jean-Pierre Odero Trophy

^KDY is planning a 6 Metre event during its jubilee, but no specific information has been received so
far.

The President said that he proposed to award the Trophy to Matt Cockburn for all the most valuable input
and contribution Matt has brought to the Class over the
years.
Trophy awarded to Matt Cockburn

2016 - 150th anniversary of the Royal Danish Yacht
Club (KDY).

^Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland
Past Hon. Secretary
31st July, 2014

From the Chairman of the Technical Committee, David Pedrick
Dear Hank and Jussi,
On behalf of ISMA and the Technical Committee
members, I’m pleased to welcome you aboard the
team. You add significantly to the collective talent, experience and passion that we share for the Six Metre
Class. I’ve also enjoyed working with each of you in
our prior activities.
You bring our total membership to eight now. The other five members, also in the e-mail addresses above,
are:
Guy-Roland Perrin (SUI)
Tim Russell (GBR)

Please find attached the 2014 Technical Committee
Report presented at the Annual General Meeting last
night, here in Falmouth, UK. It describes a few points
that have been settled and some that are continued into
next year.
In the course of the next week, I would appreciate hearing from each TC member about the top 2-4 topics that
you would prioritize in our work agenda for the coming
year. A primary message from the competitors present
this week is to provide more user-friendly procedures
and simplified guidelines for owners to understand and
maintain their certificates, as well as to prepare their
yachts for pre-regatta control inspections at major
ISMA events.

Ian Howlett (GBR)
David Chivers (GBR)
Greg Stewart (USA)

With Tim’s well-informed and conscientious communications, my direction of our technical agenda and
tasks, and everyone’s knowledge, wisdom and talents,
I’m looking forward to a year of great support to ISMA’s wishes and needs.
Kind regards,
David Pedrick, Chairman
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ISMA Technical Committee
Report to the AGM July 20, 2014

2.

David Pedrick, Chairman

The Classics Committee has been applying Replica
Rules that were enacted at the 2000 AGM in St. Tropez. Please refer to the current Report of the Classics
Committee on this subject. From a measurement and
rating perspective, the distinction between a replica
and a restoration is primarily significant as to eligibility
for the Classic Immersion Allowance. This seems to be
working satisfactorily in the fleet.

Given the important focus of ISMA’s general business at this AGM and late submission of this Technical
Committee report, it will focus on the highest priority
subjects, only.
1. Immersion Allowance for Classics

Apendix A permits up to a 50 mm allowance for additional immersion of qualifying Classic division yachts,
meant to absorb the effect of increased weight due to
uptake of water in the timber, as well as other weight
growth over time. This was introduced in 2007, and
a review of how it was working was requested at the
2012 AGM. The Technical Committee has subsequently obtained data and listened to opinions about this allowance among owners and others having an interest in
the Classic fleet. Based on results in the Class’s major
regattas, it’s apparent that the opportunity for its exploitation is limited. The general consensus is that there
does not appear to be a competitive problem in its use.
As reported to the 2013 AGM, the most competitive
Classic yachts at the World Championship regatta
tended to have an added immersion above the bottom
of the measurement triangles of about 10 mm +/- a
few. This amount seems to accommodate the needs of
well-kept, competitive Sixes. The deepest Classic sixes
measured in 2013 were in the order of 25 mm deep,
and tended to be less competitive. The full amount of
50 mm is permissive for yachts that are much heavier
than their original design, so that their certificate may
be accepted at regattas, although with a nearly certain
performance disadvantage.
This allowance is offered to Sixes of original construction or that are faithfully re-constructed as a proper
restoration. Replicas are considered as new yachts that
are ineligible for the 50 mm allowance. See also this
AGM’s report of the Classics Committee on this subject.
The existing 50 mm Classic Immersion Allowance per
Appendix A appears to be serving the fleet satisfactorily. It is recommended to keep it unchanged for the
foreseeable future.

Restorations and Replicas

The current limitation of permitting only a single replica to be made of a Six that is proven to no longer exist
is for ISMA’s owners to consider. Some opinions to
the contrary have been heard. This subject is not in the
purview of the Technical Committee.
3. Requirements for Certificate Revalidation

It was recommended at the 2013 AGM that Rule 32,
Weighing Yachts, be amended to require a Class Measurer to perform a successful, simultaneous freeboard
measurement and weighing procedure as a condition
of Certificate revalidation. Rule 32 presently only requires weighing prior to the yacht’s first certificate. A
controlled re-weighing once every four years is considered to be prudent frequency to assure that reasonable
tolerances of flotation and weight for each certificated
yacht are maintained over time,
Weighing would be according to a Class protocol regarding scale precision and procedure. This requirement should be consolidated with Measurement Instruction M25, which now calls for weighing as directed
by the National Authority. Instead, to obtain acceptable
international consistency, “National Authority” should
be replaced by the International Six Metre Association.
A protocol for practical standards to apply in the revalidation of hull measurements at the time of Certificate renewal should also be developed. The minimum
intent is to verify that all measurement locations have
their required marks installed, and that they are in their
correct fore-and-aft locations as stated in the Rating
Certificate.
The Technical Committee requests authorization to develop the associated rules and protocols for Certificate
Revalidation, to be presented for a vote for adoption at
the 2015 AGM.
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4. PBO Rigging

An inquiry about using PBO for standing rigging material was presented to the Technical Committee during
the spring. Although the specific inquiry was made in
connection with a Classic Six, the Committee has reviewed it as a generic matter for the Class. Rating Rule
33, Exotic Materials – limits rigging to mechanical
properties of steel (or aluminum). Furthermore, “No
material used shall result in any advantage in respect
to the saving of weight or the reduction of size of sections.” It also states that no advantage is to be gained in
specific strength or elastic modulus relative to material
density.
PBO has a higher specific strength and modulus than
the steel that it would be meant to replace. It. would
provide an advantage in weight and vertical center of
gravity of the mast and rigging. Therefore, it is not a
permitted material for standing rigging under Rating
Rule 33.
Note that Rule 33 specifically permits only spinnaker
poles and tiller extensions to be made of any material.
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5. General Guidelines to Owners in Meeting the Requirements of Rating Certificates and Regatta Measurement
Controls

Last year’s Technical Committee Report described
several areas of Owner’s responsibilities for measurement marks and certificates that tend to be inadequately maintained. The specifics within the Class’s Rating
Rule and Measurement Instructions are challenging
for laymen to realize and understand. Owners would
be served well by offering simplified, concise guidelines in laymen’s language about things that they need
to know. Members of the Technical Committee have
expressed interest in drafting simplified protocols for
these, as well as for improving preparations and quality
control of pre-regatta checks. Progress in these by the
Committee is anticipated during the next year.
Respectfully submitted,
David Pedrick
Chairman, ISMA Technical Committee

Guy Roland Perrin
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Measurement and the Class Rule
At the last AGM, one of the actions I accepted was to
produce some notes to help members understand the
Class Rule and the measurement process.
The Class Rule is kept up to date by the International
Sailing Federation (ISAF) and published on their website. It is important that you always use the latest version of the Rule because it changes from time to time,
so we do not publish it on our website but direct you
to ISAF’s website. On the ISAF website you will also
find a document called the Equipment Rules of Sailing
(ERS) which defines some of the important terms and
processes used in measurement.
It is perhaps helpful to think of measurement in two
parts. The first part is the establishment of the boat’s
rating – “certification measurement” - according to the
measurement controls for a Certificate of Rating (Class
Rule 27 and Measurement Rules 29 and 30). This involves taking a number of measurements which, when
entered into a formula, produce a result which must
not exceed 6.00 metres. The detailed Measurement
Instructions form part of the Class Rule. The measurement is undertaken by an official measurer who
must be approved by the Member National Authority
(MNA) which will be issuing the certificate. MNA is
the term that ISAF uses for the body that administers
sailing in the country concerned – for example Sail
Canada in Canada, Deutscher Segler Verband (DSV)
in Germany, and the Royal Yachting Association in
Great Britain. Note that an official measurer – whatever his or her status e.g International Measurer - may
only measure yachts or issue a Certificate of Rating in
another country with the prior agreement of the MNA
of that country (ERS H.1.3).
When the measurement is complete, the measurer
enters the measurements onto the measurement form
(see Class Rule M29 and M30) and submits the form
to the MNA which issues the certificate (Class Rule
27 and M29). Normally the appropriate MNA is the
one where the boat’s owner lives, unless the MNA has
specifically made another arrangement. The measurer
cannot issue the certificate himself unless the MNA has
specifically delegated that task to him.
Every four years the certificate has to be re-validated
(Class Rule 29.1). However this need not be a complex
process. If the owner can declare that no changes have
been made to the boat that invalidate the measurement
certificate, than the certificate can be re-validated following a weight measurement and a float test to show
that the boat is still floating to her measurement marks
(Class Rule 29.2).

Once again it is the MNA who issue the re-validated
certificate. If the boat is not in its home country at the
time this may require you to plan ahead, but it need not
be an impossible problem. For example this year we
had a Canadian boat whose measurement was re-validated in the UK by a British measurer who submitted
the results to Sail Canada who issued the certificate.
But the measurement to establish the rating is only part
of the procedure. The Class Rule controls a number of
other things which are not recorded on the measurement form, but which still have to be complied with,
for example:
• Detailed limitations on mainsail cross-widths and batten length (Class Rule 14), headsails (Rule 15), spinnaker size (Rule 16) and mainsail headboards (Rule 17)
• Limitations on deck openings, width of side-decks
and hatch openings (Rule 21)
• A schedule of equipment that must be on board (Rule
22)
• Size of mast (Rule 23) and boom (Rule 24)
If you have a boat that was built within the last 10 years
you also need to make sure there is evidence that the
International Class Fee has been paid, which is shown
by an ISAF plaque inside the boat (Rule 36).
All this is important because Class Rule 29.4 says “The
owner shall be responsible to see that the yacht, its
spares, sails and equipment comply with the scantling
and racing rules at all times while racing.” This principle is also stated in the Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS)
78.1: “A boat’s owner and any other person in charge
shall ensure that the boat is maintained to comply with
her class rules and that her measurement or rating certificate, if any, remains valid.”
When you attend a major event, you can expect there to
be some form of measurement check, which is normally called ‘Event Measurement’ or ‘Equipment Control’.
The Event Measurer, or ‘Equipment Inspector’ is appointed by the Organising Authority for the regatta and
reports to the Race Committee. He is there to check, as
far as he can, that every boat has a valid certificate and
complies with it. He is not there to carry out certification measurement – indeed at many regattas you will
find the Notice of Race will tell you that there will be
no facilities for certification measurement. This means
that you must make sure that everything, in particular
any new sails, have been measured before you arrive.
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Obviously the Event Measurer will not be able to do a
complete measurement check on every boat – he will
not have time. For one thing, the facilities may not exist to weigh any of the boats, and the measurer’s ability
to check the flotation marks will depend on whether
the right conditions exist. But the measurer may check
anything. And there are some things that are easier to
check than others – for example it is easy to check the J
measurement (base of the foretriangle) but much more
difficult to check I (the height of the foretriangle).
All this may seem very demanding. You may even
think that some of the Rule requirements are unreasonable. But measurers and equipment inspectors are
required to work to the Rule, so you need to make sure
your boat complies with the Rule as it is written, rather
than what you would like the Rule to say. However,
there is a system for making changes to the Rule, if that
is what the members of the class want. Any proposals for changes need to be put to the membership, and

Tim Street at the helm
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agreed by a majority of the membership. The procedure requires a year’s notice. If the changes are agreed,
they are submitted to ISAF for approval, and ISAF will
incorporate approved changes in the Class Rule.
Tim Russell
29 October 2014
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ISMA Classics Committee Report to the 2014 AGM
The market for restored Classics Restorations

It is now become clear that the asking prices for the
most beautifully restored and rebuilt Classic Sixes are
so high that the market is stagnating. Sellers need to realise that the sums spent on restoring a Six usually add
little to its sales value and more importantly, younger potential owners are unable to pay the sums asked.
In fact, many of the potential buyers looking for a Six
would prefer to find an old hulk to restore for themselves.
This winter several owners accepted the inevitable and
reduced their prices. A number of very good classics,
which in some cases had been laid up for sale for up
to seven years, have been sold, at prices somewhere
between £25K - £35K. This may come as a disappointment to sellers seeking higher prices, but it is the message the market is sending us.
The Classics Committee would, of course, like to see
the maximum number of classic Sixes racing. It thus
urges owners to accept the market's message and to reduce prices so as to get their boats back on the water
and racing.
Misunderstanding of the Flotation Allowance

Unfortunately, the problem of measuring older boats
to the Metre Classes Rule has been exercising the best
yachting minds for at least 85 years and recently there
has been much disquiet about the very successful Flotation Rule for Classics. As all will be aware, all wood
and therefore all wooden boats take up water and get
very much heavier as they get older. As a result, it
has been reported as long ago as the Thirties that no
wooden boats over about three years old would be able
to float to their designed marks unless weight is taken
out. This and the requirement for a Flotation Test for
all the Metre boats every two years or so, led directly to
the demise of much of the Six-Metre Class around the
world from around 1933 and again in 1956. In Britain,
the old Sixes were put into the "Q" Class as they could
no longer measure and, as a direct result, the owners
simply sold up and left the class. It became apparent
that Uffa Fox's pithy comment, "the older the boat, the
deeper it float and the slower it advances" remains true.
Since the founding of the Classics Committee sixteen
years ago, the problem had been largely ignored since
it seemed it could not be solved. Outside of Finland, all
boats which once held a certificate were welcomed into
the class, regardless of whether they floated to their
marks. Very few have been able to float to their marks.

It does not seem that being kept in a shed over the winter made any appreciable difference.
To some extent the Eights and Twelves have the same
problem and both their Rules have been studied and
rejected.
In 2007 some draft Classic Rules for the Sixes which
took account of this problem, were very widely circulated and the principle of establishing a permitted
variation was accepted. Based on information derived
from checking some British boats it was provisionally set at 5 cms as being an "opening figure", but with
the possibility of adjusting it. Discussions between the
Classics Committee and the Technical Committee, led
to modification of the Classic Rules in this sense. It
was also acceptable to the RYA as official British measurers and to ISAF.
There is no subsequent evidence that floating deeper
and thus gaining a longer water line has given any gain
to the speed of the boats. Indeed, from long and careful study, the Replicas and lighter boats are the fastest.
Furthermore the suggestion that one could improve a
boat which measured by increasing her weight with
internal ballast does not seem to have worked in actuality.
The general feeling initially was that it would be too
much to permit more than 5cms variation in depth as
most boats would seem to float above that figure. This
problem has been in existence since at least the end of
the 1920s, without anyone coming up with a fair and equitable solution before the current draft Classic Rules.
What we do not want is for all the pre-1965 boats in the
world, except those very few which have been totally
rebuilt or are brand new, to be outlawed which would
once again lead to the collapse of the class.
Recently, it has been proposed, without any supporting evidence, that the Allowance might be reduced to
30mm. ISMA members should be aware that at both
the 2007 and 2009 World Championships, flotation
depths were checked. In both fleets, all the first six
boats in the results, including the Replica, each floated
exactly to the marks as far as could be checked. However, in 2007, the four boats which floated deepest to
their marks finished 15th, 17th, 20th and 24th. Since
any reduction in the depth Allowance, would only create difficulties for the older and slower boats, it is not
seen that there is any case for a reduction.
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The question has also been asked as to whether Replicas would have the Flotation Allowance permitted.
Appendix A ‘Classic Rules’ lists variations which
apply to "boats initially certificated and/or constructed prior to 31st December 1965" so no recent replica
could possibly qualify for a flotation allowance.
Replicas

Recently there has been considerable disquiet expressed about the working of the Replica Rules, especially reference the cases of the two “Replicas” Angelita and Buzzy III (II).
As a result of a query in 1999 by a Finnish owner
whose boat had got burnt, the Replica Rules were drafted by the Classics Committee in conjunction with the
Technical Committee and then approved at the 2000
AGM at St. Tropez. They were drafted very tightly,
as it was feared that some people might wish to build
a number of Goose based one designs, which in effect
could rule the world and destroy the class. Thus the
Rules specify that any Replica MUST be replacing a
destroyed boat and must be built in exactly the same
way and with the same timbers as the original. In fact
that has had to be slightly amended as Honduran and
most African Mahogany is now no longer obtainable,
so Sipo and Khaya, which is an African Mahogany but
which is readily available, have been accepted as a replacement. It must also be noted that the 'construction
rules' at the time were Lloyd's scantling rules and there
is nothing in there that would prohibit using modern
glues, or optimising the weight. Only if the original
plans actually specified the timber to use might there be
a problem. Lloyd's Rules offer a wide range of possible timber, and specify minimum thicknesses and density, in pounds per cubic foot so you don't have to use
Honduras mahogany. For instance planking must be
a minimum density of 35 lb/cu.ft. But they don't put
many controls on weight distribution. And the only
stricture on using different types of timber, apart from
its density, is mainly based on its durability and longevity. For instance teak has an assigned period of 16
years whereas white pine, red cedar and Philippine Island cedar has a period of just 6 years.
So far, despite widespread disquiet, four of the first
five Replicas built: Sunray, Sara of Hango, Cherokee,
Nirvana and Iselin/Apache are known to comply exactly within the existing Rules and subsequent proposals.
The perceived problem has been caused by general
ignorance within ISMA. To correct this problem, the
Classics Committee recommends that Replica Rule be
posted on the ISMA Web site.
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Up until the late 1980s Lloyd's and Veritas provided
a service of verifying the compliance of a Six under
construction. With the end of these services, (which in
the case of Lloyds register at least had become absurdly expensive), verification can only be achieved if the
construction team makes it work visible to the ISMA
membership, posting weekly reports and photographs
on the Web. The Sunray and Cherokee builds, which
were very closely supervised by the then Classics Committee set the standard in this respect with in both cases
weekly and sometimes daily reports and photographs.
Angelita and Buzzy III (II) do however pose a problem
in that the boats they replicate are still in existence,
which quite clearly contravenes the Replica Rules. In
the case of Angelita, this is purely due to the ignorance
of the owner/builder and thus there is considerable
sympathy.
Angelita was built to the same design as two existing
six metres. So long as she meets the construction requirements of the current Class Rule there is no reason
why she should not be measured as a new Six Metre.
This will require someone to check that the construction, which is not traditional, complies with Rule 26.
This is a matter for the Technical Committee, since it is
possible there was no 'Building Form' produced before
she was built. If she meets the requirements of the
Class Rule and can be measured and rated as Six Metre
then she is a Six Metre. What number she is issued is
a matter for the authorities in the country where she is
registered.
However, if her build also fails to conform to classic
or replica rules, it is considered that, trials be held by
her appropriate national authority, to see how she performs in their classic fleet with a view to inviting her to
take part. She also needs to be inspected by an official
measurer, to ensure that she actually does qualify as a
Six-Metre, in which case she may race as a “Modern”.
In the case of the beautifully built Buzzy III (II), since
her original is very much in existence, she may currently only be measured to qualify as a “Modern”. However, we are assured by Sonke Stich, the CEO of Oliver
Berking’s yard at Flensburg, that ”she will never be
raced as a Six-Metre” and that there is no intention that
she should race with the classic fleet.
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Totally separately from the appearance of Buzzy
III (II), there has been wide ranging discussion as to
whether the strict Replica Rule that replicas may only
be built of boats which have been destroyed could
now be relaxed and copies of existing boats built, to
encourage new builds. Although there has been some
considerable support for this relaxation both within and
without the Classics Committee, it is quite clear that
any such proposal would produce very strong opposition from a number of countries and individuals, so it is
not now intended to bring forward any amendment for
consideration by the AGM.
Formation of a Norwegian Six-Metre Fleet

The Norwegian Six-Metre Fleet was once the second
largest fleet in the world. Unfortunately, it has been
non-existent since the early Fifties
Over the past twelve months, the Classics Committee
has worked on revitalising and rejuvenating a Norwegian fleet. Most Norwegian Sixes have been sold
abroad, the most recent late last year to Majorca. However in conjunction with Chris Ennals, founder of the
ECYU and Editor of Klassiscke Linjer, the Norwegian
Classic Yachting magazine, it has been ascertained that
there are still some boats in Norway in sailing condition.
The seven boats now known to be in Norway are:
- S 7 Agnes IV, a 1911 K.L. Lundgren design, owned
by Peter Vikeby,
- L 8 Mosquito, owned by Stig Hvinden, in Oslo,
- N 8 Askeladden now owned by the PLUS School at
Fredrikstad,
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- N 43 Norna II owned by Lars Ingeberg at Grimstead;
- N 63 Buri owned by Jomar Elday at Kragero which
has been laid up for some time but he is hoping to bring
her out;
- N 78 Stamina (ex Hordung), recently beautifully restored as a cruiser by Honovi Midtskog and Henrik
Brun, now based in Olso,
- N 87 Holmgang, a modern 1981 Peter Norlin boat
based at Slevikkilen.
In addition there is the 7-Metre Martha 2, based at Oslo
which has been invited to join in. Many ISMA members will remember the 7-Meter ‘Endrick’ which until
recently raced with the Swiss fleet on Lac Leman.
The Committee of Europe Week 2014, the Royal Norwegian Yacht Club and KTK, the Norwegian Classic
Yacht Club have invited any Six-Metre unable to get to
Falmouth to join them in a week of racing, social and
cultural events from 15th to 22nd July. All the above
have indicated that they would hope to attend.
I addition there is N 39 Elizabeth 8 n poor condition at
the Holman Yachtwerf and sadly is unlikely to come
out.
It is hoped that two boats in the Netherlands:
- Chris Schramm's NOR 17 Oslo
-Marc and Norbert Heijke's N 72 Noreg, may also attend.
It is hoped that his event could provide the basis for
constituting a proper ISMA fleet in Norway.
Tim Street
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ISMA Calendar 2015
ISMA Calendar 2015
This list contains all the dates we have been advised about so far. We will publish an update on the
website from time to time.

7 February

Classic Symposium, Helsinki

5/6 March

ISMA Meeting in Munich

29 May – 5 June
29 May
30/31 May
1 – 4 June
5 June

World Championships, La Trinité sur Mer
Arrival, registration, craneage, measurement
Two trophy races each day
World championship, two races each day
Spare day

29 July – 1 August

Finnish Nationals, Turku

8/9 August

Champagne Regatta, Helsinki
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International Six Metre World Cup 2015 in La Trinité sur Mer
Organising authority: SNT
Thanks to Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland we got some more detailed information for the World Cup 2015 in La Trinité.

La Trinité-sur-Mer, 28 octobre 2014
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SOCIETE NAUTIQUEPrésident,
DE LA TRINITE-SUR-MER
International 6m Association

SOCIETE NAUTIQUE DE LA TRINITE-SUR-MER
Cher Monsieur,

La Trinité-sur-Mer, 28 octobre 2014

M. Matt BROOKS
Cʼest avec beaucoup de plaisir que la SNT va accueillir en 2015 le Championnat du Monde des
Président,
La Trinité-sur-Mer, 28 octobre 2014
6mJI. Nous gardons dʼailleurs un excellent souvenir de lʼorganisation du Championnat dʼEurope en
International 6m Association
2008.
M. Matt BROOKS
Nous sommes persuadés que le magnifique plan dʼeau de la Baie de Quiberon et lʼorganisation
Président,
à terre avec les familles dʼaccueil contribueront à la satisfaction des participants.
International 6m Association
Restant à votre disposition, je vous prie de croire en mes respectueux sentiments.
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30th October, 2014

Greetings to All,
Although winter will soon be upon us, it is quite exciting to think about our 2015 International World Championship which will be held at La Trinité-sur-Mer from Thursday 28th May to Friday 5th June. The event will be hosted
and organized, as for the 2008 Europeans, by the Société Nautique de la Trinité-sur-Mer (SNT).
On Saturday 30th and Sunday 31st May, weather permitting, two races are planned every afternoon. The four races
will constitute a real regatta in its own right and not just a warm up. The regatta will have a name, but it has not
yet been finalized.
From the number of queries you sent us, we realized and had anticipated that we had to propose a truly motivating
challenge for these two days.
The attached Pre-Programme presents a tentative schedule for the entire nine day period. Below you will find some
additional useful information :
-

1st December, 2014:
-> access to SNT’s International 6 Metre World Championship website page & Championship
registration & availability of entry forms,
-> the website will provide details regarding registration & harbour bookings for parking
arrangements and liftings.
SNT details are : www.snt-voiles.org
email : accueil@snt-voile.org
tel

: 33 2 97 55 73 48

- The entry fee will be 1,000 Euros. It will include free lorry parking, boat and tender berthing from May 22nd to
June 12th, cocktails, prize-giving dinner and ceremony on Friday June 5th,
- Harbour fee for mast stepping and unstepping and lifting in and out will be 200 Euros,
- Early booking for accommodations is highly recommended. A list of hotels and websites for those interested in
renting houses is attached after the Pre-Programme,
- Our national association is also preparing a Web site which should be up and running in December : http://www.6mr-worldcup.com.
Once again, as it did in 2008 for the Europeans, the SNT is making arrangements to assign each foreign boat a
host family based in La Trinité. Those who have not yet experienced this will find it to be not only helpful in many
ways, but also a wonderful way to make your stay more enjoyable.
A good number of you have already told us in Flensburg and Falmouth that they will participate in this 2015
Championship, thus leading us to anticipate a magnificent fleet. We will keep you regularly posted concerning the
status of the entries on SNT’s website.
La Trinité and the sheltered Bay of Quiberon, where the races will take place, are already a longstanding tradition
for our class. Hopefully, they will again give us an opportunity for top notch racing.
We look forward to welcoming you all and making this event memorable in a friendly atmosphere.
All the best to all of you,
Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland, President
Union Française des 6 M JI
soh67@orange.fr
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2014 Europeans in Falmouth
We have lived a nice time in Falmouth, not so much for sailing but for meeting our 6mJI friends all along the many
years we are in the class.
The event started with the British Open where we had nice wind and dense racing. Unfortunately I did not get any
report from BISMA. Have a look at the participants and the results.
Modern Division
Sailed: 5, Discards: 1, To count: 4, Entries: 11, Scoring system: Appendix A
Sail
No

Boat
Name

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

18
July
14

18
July
14

18 July 19 July
14
14

19 July 14

Tot
al

GBR107
GBR86

Valhalla
Scoundrel I

(3.0)
1.0

2.0
3.0

1.0
2.0

1.0
2.0

1.0
(12.0 BFD)

8.0
20.0

GBR89

Battlecry

2.0

1.0

(6.0)

5.0

2.0

16.0

CAN111

Blade Runner

6.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

(10.0)

26.0

SUI132

Sophie II

5.0

5.0

5.0

(8.0)

5.0

28.0

SUI104

Temptation 3

4.0

(10.0)

4.0

10.0

4.0

32.0

SWE114

Notorious

(12.0
OCS)

7.0

7.0

7.0

3.0

36.0

GBR94

Wildcat II

7.0

6.0

(8.0)

6.0

8.0

35.0

GBR88

St Kitts

(9.0)

9.0

9.0

4.0

7.0

38.0

9.0

6.0

43.0

11.0

9.0

56.0

GBR90
FRA107

Lyonesse

8.0

8.0

(12.0
OCS)

Tsigane

(12.0
DNC)

12.0
DNC

12.0 DNC

N
et
t

5.0
8.0
10.
0
16.
0
20.
0
22.
0
24.
0
27.
0
29.
0
31.
0
44.
0

	
  

Classic Division
Sailed: 5, Discards: 1, To count: 4, Entries: 16, Scoring system: Appendix A
Sail
No

Boat
Name

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

18 July
14

18 July
14

18 July
14

19 July
14

19 July
14

Tot
al

US83

Llanoria

1.0

(2.0)

1.0

2.0

1.0

7.0

KC10

Gallant

2.0

3.0

2.0

(4.0)

4.0

15.0

N71

Flapper

3.0

4.0

5.0

1.0

(9.0)

22.0

US55

Lucie

(8.0)

1.0

4.0

3.0

6.0

22.0

GBR22

Titia

4.0

(5.0)

3.0

5.0

2.0

19.0

GBR57

Erica

(6.0)

6.0

6.0

6.0

5.0

29.0
48.0

GER30

Mena

7.0

8.0

9.0

7.0

(17.0
OCS)

K12

Nada

5.0

(17.0
DNC)

17.0 DNC

8.0

3.0

50.0

GBR32

Abu

(11.0)

11.0

7.0

9.0

7.0

45.0

GBR72

Thistle

9.0

7.0

8.0

(12.0)

12.0

48.0

US54

Bobcat

10.0

9.0

(11.0)

10.0

10.0

50.0

S15

Carmela

(17.0
DNF)

10.0

17.0 RAF

13.0

11.0

68.0

12.0

10.0

(17.0
DNC)

17.0 DNC

68.0

17.0 DNC

17.0 DNC

11.0

8.0

70.0

17.0 DNC

17.0 DNC

17.0 DNC

17.0 DNC

85.0

17.0 DNC

17.0 DNC

17.0 DNC

17.0 DNC

85.0

GBR40

Valdai

FRA11
1

Dix Aout

SUI24

Midinette

FRA86

Vingt Ans
Apres

	
  

12.0
(17.0
DNF)
(17.0
DNC)
(17.0
DNC)

N
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5.0
11.
0
13.
0
14.
0
14.
0
23.
0
31.
0
33.
0
34.
0
36.
0
39.
0
51.
0
51.
0
53.
0
68.
0
68.
0
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Some photo from Falmouth (©Gilles Favez)
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News from the USA
2014 Six Metre North American Championship – RVYC
Vancouver CANADA

In early September the North American Six Metre
Championships was hosted by the Royal Vancouver
Yacht Club. With more than 5,200 members and marina space for almost 800 boats RVYC is one of largest
yacht clubs in North America. The Club hosted the
championship as part of their run up for staging the
Vancouver 2017 Six Metre Worlds which will be held
at RVYC. For the North Americans all boats were
moored in the club owned RVYC marina which is located immediately in front of the main clubhouse and
less than 100 metres from the racing area. Boats arrived
by both water and land with launch facilities available
using the yacht club’s hoist in the RVYC marina.

The fleet comes up to the line

In the 2014 Six Metre North American Championships
there were two trophies at stake; the Moderns raced for
the Bill Gooderham Trophy. This venerable six metre
trophy was rededicated for competition in the modern
group by the Commodore of Toronto’s RCYC and
Mrs. Jo-Anne Gooderham in June of 2000. The Classics raced for the Olin J. Stephens II North American
Classic 6mR Cup named for Olin J. Stephens II, who
designed more than forty 6 Metres throughout his career and was an obvious force in Six Metre racing both
as a designer and sailor.

photo Dana G Olsen

The championship took place over three days. The
skilled RVYC race management team ran 6 windward
leeward races in mostly light to moderate winds with
very smooth seas. Races were held right off the clubhouse and many spectators lined the marina breakwater
walk to watch the action. RVYC also provided spectator boats for any guests wanting to go afloat to view
the racing.
In the moderns, halfway through the series Bob Cadranell sailing the St Francis YC entry Arunga was lead-

ing but in the last day of racing, Ben Mumford sailing
the current world champion “SF9” (Gubora) took the
lead and won the series by 3 points over Arunga. Bear,
sailed by Andy Parker from Puget Sound was third. In
the Classics Steve White sailing the Wedellsborg designed Ca Va put in an outstanding showing to top the
1934 Fife-designed Saskia II by a comfortable margin.
Second placed Saskia II was sailed by Nigel Ashman.
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Breakfast in the RVYC Clubhouse photo Dana G Olsen
The great racing on the water was matched by the
excellent social arrangements ashore in the RVYC
clubhouse. Solid sponsorship arrangements kept costs
down. Every day after sailing complimentary food and
drink for all participants was provided by RVYC in
their excellent clubhouse.

If the 2014 North American Championship event is
anything to go by we can rest assured that the 2017
Vancouver Worlds will be an event to be remembered.

A close finish between Andy Parker’s Bear and John
Doyle’s St Francis 7
photo Dana G Olsen
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The 2014 Alexandra Cup Match & Jack Cribb Memorial Match Series
In the week following the Six Metre North American
Championships the fleet competed in two match race
events; one for the Alexandra Cup and the other for
the Jack Cribb Memorial Trophy. As Canadian sailing
trophies go the Alexandra Cup from 1907 qualifies as
a very old one. The 1907 battle for the Alexandra Cup
was sailed in 13 metre, 29 raters. The 1909 race ended
in an acrimonious dispute over the measurements of
Seattle’s new yacht SPIRIT II. Competition for the Alexandra Cup ceased; the Canadians packed up the Cup

Andy Parker’s Bear heads to the hoist

and went home. The Alexandra Cup languished in the
trophy case at RVYC for 99 years. Finally, the present good relationship between RVYC and the Seattle
Yacht Club mended the rift of 1909 and a match for the
Cup was held in 2008 in Vancouver. Sailed in Classic
Six Metres, Canada retained the Cup in a very close
contest that came down to the last race.
In 2014 the results of the North American Championships were used to select the Canadian defender and
American challenger for the Alexandra Cup Match.
The rest of the fleet all took part in a round robin match
race series for the Jack Cribb Memorial Trophy.

photo Dana G Olsen

The Six Meter class itself has close ties with match
racing. There are many challenge trophies in Europe
and the North America which have been competed for
in Six Metres for many years. The Seawanhaka International Challenge Cup (1922), the British American
Cup (1921), the Australian American Challenge Cup
(1969) are all revered match racing trophies from the
Six Metre class around the globe. Many sailors feel
that match race competition represents the pinnacle of
our sport and the Six Metre class certainly has been in
the front line of the match racing game.

The objective of the 2014 Alexandra Cup week was
to recapture the excitement of match racing competition and to give newcomers a taste of this exciting form
of competition. For the Jack Cribb Series a very much
simplified set of match racing rules was produced and
which allowed sailors to try out this exciting aspect of
our sport without having to learn a whole new set of
match racing rules. Before the Jack Cribb Series began
seminars and practise sessions were organized to introduce the match racing game to newcomers
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The umpires keep a close eye on Ca Va and Saskia II during their pre start
In the Alexandra Cup Match Bob Cadranell’s Arunga from San Francisco’s St. Francis Yacht Club was
the American Challenger. The Canadian Defender was
Ben Mumford sailing RVYC’s SF9. The series was
scheduled for 6 races. After the first two matches Arunga was looking good with a pair of wins. In one of the
matches she executed a dramatic penalty turn at the finish line to win by less than a meter. The match scoring
system had the first two matches counting for 1 point
each, the next two were 2 points each and the 5th and

photo Dana G Olsen

6th race wins counted 3 points each. This scoring system is great for the spectators but it puts a great deal of
pressure on the competitors in the later races. As things
unfolded Ben Mumford from RVYC won matches 3, 4
and 5 giving him 7 points and enough to defend the Alexandra Cup with one match to spare. Canada’s score
in the Alexandra Cup now stands at 5 matches to 1 for
the Americans. Interest in another challenge from the
US in 2015 has already been received by RVYC.

At the RVYC marina the Team from Saskia II prepares for racing

photo Dana G Olsen
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In the Jack Cribb Memorial Match race series six boats
competed in round robin style competition. On the
modern side Reigh North sailing New Sweden finished
just ahead of Andy Parker in Bear who was second.
In the classics Steve White in Ca Va topped Saskia II
sailed by Nigel Ashman.
The match racing format proved very popular. Many of
the competitors had never match raced before the event
and had approached the racing with some trepidation.

After many closely fought matches sailors were excited
by the new form of racing and were eager to try it again
and expand on the many things they learned this year.
Match racing puts a great emphasis on boat handling
and tactics. The short courses used for the matches negate the impact of small differences in boat speed and
make for very close racing. If you get a chance to try
some Six Metre match racing, go for it. There’s a lot
to learn.

New Sweden and Bear slide past the RVYC breakwater with the clubhouse in the background
photo Dana G Olsen

To close this article I would like to thank and praise
Bear Furrer for his many years of service to the class
in publishing our great newsletter. We look forward to
seeing Beat and many other here in Vancouver for the
2017 Championship.
Good sailing, see you all in France, Don Martin (Blade
CAN 111)
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News from Germany
Hallo,
leider waren wir nicht bei der EM in Falmouth dabei - wir sind den Sterling Cup und die Classic Week dafür erfolgreich gesegelt - war eine fantastische Woche!
Nächstes Jahr wollen wir die WM in La Trinite, Frankreich, auf jeden Fall mitsegeln mit der LILLEVI.
Wir hatten viel Spaß bisher in dieser - auch erfolgreichen - Saison mit der LILLEVI.
Gern bringe ich mich auch mehr in die Klassenorganisation ein. Mit Björn ist abgestimmt, dass ich ab dem kommenden Jahr für Deutschland den Kassenwart mache. Für Weiteres bin ich offen...
Beste Grüße aus Berlin
Robert Gierth
Pücklerstr. 10
14195 Berlin

LILLEVI SMH-CW14
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News from Switzerland
Classic Edmond de Rothschild
End of June we had offered another of these famous
events within Société Nautique de Genève. We like to
thank Yann Petremand who engaged together with the
race committee for some nice races and an excellent
social environment.
Have a look at the series of pictures (©Stefan Metzger)
to understand how nice it was.

Classic Rothschild 2014.pdf
Fehlt
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Chers amis des 6mJI
Juste un mot pour dire que mon père, Ted Baille, est décédé la nuit du 29
octobre à Sion dans le Valais.
Né le 4 juin 1925 en Ecosse à St-Mungo, Dumfries il à toujours admiré les plans
Fife sur le Clyde pour finalement acquérir et restaurer Fiona K46, le dernier 6mJI
construit par William Fife II dans son chantier naval de Fairlie.
Passionné par la série des 6mJI, je sais qu’il à parlé avec de nombreux membres
de l’association Suisse des 6mJI au sujet de cette jauge.
Selon son souhait il n’y aura aucune cérémonie.
Cordiales salutations
Guy-Daniel Baillie gbaillie@citycable.ch
4 novembre 2014
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Interboot Friedrichshafen Exhibition
What a nice idea to present two 6mJI at one booth of
this most important boat show for southern Germany,
Switzerland and Austria.

lenkreuzern, den 30er Schärenkreuzern und den Laucstre, zwei Sechser auf dem Messestand des BSVb zu
präsentieren.

Thedy Schmid reported that all day one of the crew
was present and the most asked question was how these
boats get out of the harbour without engine.

Wir packten die Gelegenheit und richteten die SUI
60 „La Différence“ und die SUI 122 „Woodoo“ , die
beide auf dem Trockenen in einer Halle standen, für
die Ausstellung.

Interboot Friedrichshafen - GER, vom 20. - 29. Sept. 2014

Kurzfristig vor der Bootsmesse in Friedrichshafen sind
wir vom Bodensee Segler Verband angefragt worden,
ob wir Interesse hätten, zusammen mit den 20 m2 Jol-

Sofort wurden die Zollpapiere und der Transport auf
dem Wasser in den Messehafen organisiert. Dort
wurden die Boote von der Messeleitung übernommen,
ausgewassert und in die Ausstellungshalle transportiert.
Wir hatten dort die Masten zu stellen und Segel zu setzen. In aller Eile kreierten wir einen Flyer mit Angaben
zu unserer Klasse.
Zu den Bedingungen der Messeleitung gehörte eine
Präsenz von 2 Personen während der Ausstellung. Auch
das wurde gelöst, 6 Segler wechselten sich während der
9-tägigen Messedauer ab.

Das Echo war erstaunlich gut. Viele Besucher können sich gar nicht mehr vorstellen, dass man auf einer
Segelyacht ohne Motor auskommen kann. „Wie kommt ihr aus dem Hafen und wieder zurück“ wurden wir
oft gefragt.
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„Es gibt doch noch schöne Boote“ hörten wir oft die Besucher schwärmen.

Phil Durr at the booth

Besonders freute uns der Besuch von Philipe Durr, der vom Genfersee an unserem Stand zu Besuch kam.
Am Samstagabend nach Messeschluss startete eine Standparty der teilnehmenden Klassen und des Verbandes, die
von über 200 Gästen besucht wurde und ein voller Erfolg war.
Thedy Schmid

Nivola ITA 74 refitted to SUI 74
ITA 74 Nivola, which was previously owned by the
Bassini brothers, who won the 1993 World Cup. Since
then the boat was stored on it’s truck.

Reinhard Suhner, owner of the classic Mecara SUI 45,
was courageous enough to refit the modern Nivola ITA
74.
Friday, May 16th, 2014 Reinhard invited some friends
to Bottighofen, Lake of Constance, to participate at the
baptism of his “new” boat.
The following photos give an impression of this important event for the Swiss 6mJI fleet. It’s rare enough
that new 6es come to our waters. Therefore we congratulate Reinhard for this event. We hope to meet him and
his crew with
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News from Australia
An erroneous article regarding 6 Metre yacht restoration in Australia
Published in Classic Boat Magazine March 2014
You would be aware of my restoration of the classic
6 Metre yacht Yeoman ll which I having been carring
out in Sydney, Australia. I have done a couple of articles in the 6 metre classic newsletters over the years on
this project. All restoration projects take much time and
this one is certainly on exception, though Yeoman ll is
looking amazing and certainly coming together now. I
have restored a number of wooden yachts in the past
but my Yeoman ll project has been the most interesting
and enjoyably.
I am very concerned about an article which has appeared in Classic Boat Magazine March 2014 because
of its numerous errors and damaging effect on me and
the restoration of the 6 metre Yeoman ll.
I did not give any authority at all for this article to be
printed. It was done by the author of the article John
Little and the boat builder restoring the 6 metre Sjo Ro.
The article states that the only thing saved from the
original Yeoman was the lead. This is totally incorrect
as the original keel timbers, transom and many floors
timbers were painstakingly restored and used in the
rebuild which has been carried out from the original
Camper & Nicholson Plans of 1937. The builder in the
article states that the restoration of his 6 metre Rendezvous re started interest in the class in Australia, as

our Yeoman ll project started in 2005 and his interest
in 6 metres started in 2013 this is also incorrect. Then
further the article goes on and states a Mr Rob Bishop
as the owner of Yeoman ll. I am the owner of Yeoman
ll and have been for since 2005.
For your records the 6 metre Rendezvous which I have
recently sailed on has not been restored at all and needs
a lot of work, it is a total sham that Classic Boat Magazine gave it an award for best restoration under 40ft.
I have requested a full retraction of the article by the
writers and corrections to be carried out.
I also am appalled that Classic Boat Magazine do not
cheque the authenticity of what they print, they are obligated to make sure what they printed is fact.
I have a full photographic and documented record at
every stage of my restoration of Yeoman ll and an enormous effort has been taken to follow the guide lines for
classic 6 metre restoration.
Whilst I don’t expect the 6 Metre Association to get
involved in this matter, I am at the same time deeply
upset after all the detail I have put in to this project to
have any repercussions in time to come. I felt it right
that the association new that the article is totally incorrect and misleading in its statements about my Yeoman
ll project.
Yours Faithfully
Geoff Docker
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News from Norway
The Classic Yacht Regatta – Europe Week 2014.
This great classic regatta which was a re-run of the
Europe 1914 Regatta, was planned to provide racing
for the many Classic Boats in the Baltic, including
12Ms. Eight-Metres and Six-Metres. It was intended
that this would include the first starts for Six-Metres
in Norway since the mid-1950s. During the preceding
three years, Peter Ennals, who organised the regatta
and his father Chris Ennals, founding President of the
European Classic Yacht Union (ECYU), with encouragement from Tim Street, made great efforts to track
down any Six-Metres still sailing in Norwegian waters,
to try to persuade them to attend. In the event, around
nine boats were located (with a tenth which sadly was
sold to Majorca) and all were invited to attend. In the
event only five boats were expected, which sadly were
too few for a separate start. These included the 7 Metre Martha II, which was invited to join in the same
start. In Switzerland for very many years, Z 5 Endrick,
a 1912 Fife 7 Metre, one of the three in Switzerland,
raced with the Swiss Six-Metre fleet on Lac Leman.
Unfortunately N 8 Askeladden did not make it as she
was short of sails.
In the event, since there were only four entries, the Sixes
were included in the ‘Cruising Medium Scoring Class’,
in which there were sixteen entries. There should have
been four boats at the first start - L 2 Mosquito (Stig
Hvinden), N 43 Norna II (Oyvind Toft), N 78 Stamina
(Honovi Midtskog and Henrik Brun) and NOR/K 21
Martha II, the 7 Metre. Very sadly, just before the first
start, Mosquito was hit in the bows by another boat,
which cut off nearly three feet (see photographs). She
was saved by tying her spinnaker around it, putting a
pump on board and towing her into harbour stern first.
The wonderful news is that she is to be re-built. The
other three boats which raced in the series finished in
the following order:- 1st K21 Martha II, 5th overall,
2nd N 78 Stamina, 6th overall and 3rd N43. Norna II,
12th overall. The photographs of the accident to Mosquito were supplied by Clare McComb whose great uncle won the One Ton Cup in 1912.
Despite the dreadful accident to Mosquito, it was a start
to the rebuilding of a Norwegian fleet.
Tim Street
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WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC

WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC

2011
2013
2015
2017
2019

1973
1975
1977
1979
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999

2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011
2013
2015
2017
2019

WC
WC
WC
WC

2001
2003
2005
2007
2009

WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC

WC
WC
WC

Trophy

1995
1997
1999

Year

St. Tropez, France
Sandhamn, Sweden
Cowes, England
Newport, RI, USA
Helsinki, Finland
Flensburg, Germany
La Trinité-sur Mer, France
Vancouver, Canada
Hanko, Finlande

Seattle, WA, USA
Sandhamn, Sweden
Marstrand, Sweden
Seattle, WA, USA
Bodensee, Germany
Newport, CA, USA
Cannes, France
Oyster Bay, NY, USA
Marstrand, Sweden
Torquay, England
Cannes, France
Sandhamn, Sweden
Cannes, France
Hanko, Finland
Portofino, Italy

Helsinki, Finland
Flensburg, Germany
La Trinité-sur Mer, France
Vancouver, Canada
Hanko, Finlande

St. Tropez, France
Sandhamn, Sweden
Cowes, England
Newport, RI, USA

Sandhamn, Sweden
Cannes, France
Hanko, Finland
Portofino, Italy

Venue

20
24
23
10
12
11

Race cancelled
due to 9/ll

21
33
?
25
42
15
38
23
37
14
25
25
19
15

44
23

14
29
25
24

Race cancelled
due to 9/ll

14
19
32

No. of yachts

Peränen / Lehtinen
Hans J. Oen
Fredrich Dahlman
Eric Jespersen

-

01.11.14

Moderns
Tom Blackaller
Patrick Fredell
Pelle Petterson
Pelle Petterson
Pelle Petterson
Philippe Durr
Bruce Owen
John Kostecki
Carlsson / Emtemark
F. Favini
Carl-Gustaf Piehl
Bruce Owen
Bernard Haissly

SWE 114 Notorius
Carl-Gustaf Piehl
GER 118 Courage IX Grünau / Batzill
SUI 77 Fléau
Bernard Haissly
SWE 132 Sophie II
Hugo Stenbeck
FRA 177 Junior
Yann Marilley
CAN 135 St Francis IX Ross MacDonald

-

S 104 Irene
Z 7 Junior
K 86 Scoundrel I
US 120 St Francis IX
S 122 Woodoo
I 74 Nivola
SWE 114 Notorius
K 96 Scoundrel
SUI 77 Fléau

No wind, race cancelled

US 95 St Francis IV
S 75 May Be X
S 91 Irene
S 97 Irene

Boat

-

GER 104 Courage VII
GBR 89 Battlecry
GBR 89 Battlecry
GBR 96 Scoundrel
S 115 May Be XIV
GBR 107 Valhalla

-

KA 8 Pacemaker
KA 7 Toogooloowoo V
S 88 May Be XI
US 108 St Francis VII
US 116 Chinook
US 120 St Francis IX
SWE 114 Notorius
S 125 Kratos
SUI 77 Fléau
S 115 May Be XIV
S 116 Indispensable
S 132 Sophie Too
SWE 115 May Be XIV

KC 10 Gallant
NOR 71 Flapper

Fra 111 Dix Août
FIN 44 Toy
DEN 64 Sunray
FIN 12 Fridolin

Boat

Grünau / Batzill
Ben Clothier
Korn / Phelps
Rob Gray
Patrick Fredell
Robert Smith

-

D. Forbes
V. G. Philbrick
Sven H. Salén
Tom Blackaller
C. Buchan
Tom Blackaller
J. Sundelin
Pelle Petterson
Bernard Haissly
Patrick Fredell
J.Wallenberg
M. Johansson
Tom Jungell
SWE 125 Delphina
SUI 77 Fleau
GER 118 Courage IX
USA 118 Arunga
S 132 Sophie Too
GER 118 Courage IX

-

US 87 Sunny
US 101 Poisson Soluble
US 99 Razzle Dazzle
US 115 Warhorse
US 118 St Francis VIII
N 85 Filippa
S 112 J. Cool
S 118 Sexa Nova
K 89 Battlecry
S 122 Woodoo
S 123 Sting
S 115 May Be XIV
GER 104 Courage VII

H. Larsson
Bernard Haissly
D. Grünau
Bob Cadranell
Hugo Stenbeck
Alba Batzill

-

E. Vynne
R. Horsley
S. Rohrer
B. Wertheimer
Paul Cayard
Thomas Lundquist
Peter Norlin
M.Johansson
J. Prentice
Leif Carlsson
Thomas Lundquist
Patrick Fredell
D. Grünau

Erik Larsen
Erik Bentzen
Eric Jespersen

Johan / Peter
Garkman / Astrand Great Dane
Eric Jespersen
USA 83 Llanoria
Lars Guck
USA 83 Llanoria

Bond / Street
Timo Koljonen
Paul Smith

-

Heckly / Divorne
GBR 48 Caprice
Peränen / Lehtinen FIN 12 Fridolin
Larson / Oen
GBR 48 Caprice

-

Kinkead / Street
D. Barrière
Peränen / Lehtinen

Bronze medal
Skipper

Tapio Lehtinen
K 91 Saint Amour II
Pierre-Paul Heckly F 12 Solitarnosc
Kairamo / Kihlman FIN 44 Toy

Silver medal
Skipper

Classics
Kairamo I Kihlman
L 53 May Be IV
Marina Perrot- Carpaneda F 44 Astrée II
Henrik Tenström
FIN 38 Mariana

Gold medal
Skipper

FIN 49 Sara af Hangö Henrik Tenström
Henrik Lundberg
FIN 12 Fridolin

FIN 44 Toy
DEN 64 Sunray
SWE 6 Fågel Blå
KC 10 Gallant

-

L 38 Mariana
D 43 Dan
FIN 50 Alibaba II

Boat
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Information of general interest

History of WC and EC events

Thanks to Basil Carmody we can show a list of the
results of the EC and WC events of the 6mJI Class.
Thank you Basil.

La Trinité-sur-Mer, France
Brünnen, Switzerland
Nynäshamn, Sweden
Falmouth, England
Brünnen, Switzerland

EC
EC
EC
EC
EC

2010
2012
2014
2016

Alassio, Italy
Geneva, Switzerland
Helsinki, Finland
Sandhamn, Sweden
Portofino, Italy
Falmouth, England
Porto Rotondo, Italy
No race
Bénodet, France
Cannes, France
Cowes, England
St. Tropez, France
Rungsted, Denmark
Porto Rotondo, Italy
Flensburg, Germany

EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC

1978
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008

Bénodet, France
Cannes, France
Cowes, England
St. Tropez, France
Rungsted, Denmark
Porto Rotondo, Italy
Flensburg, Germany
La Trinité-sur-Mer, France
Brünnen, Switzerland
Nynäshamn, Sweden
Falmouth, England
Brünnen, Switzerland

Venue

EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC
EC

Trophy

1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016

Year

14
12
10

11
7
14

13
20
30
27
17
24
17
14
18
16

15
5
11
22
15
18

6
4
8

No. of yachts

GER 118 Courage IX
SWE 132 Sophie II
GBR 107 Valhalla

Grünau / Batzill
Hugo Stenbeck
Paul Smith

FRA 177 Junior
Yann Marilley
FRA 177 Junior
Bernard Haissly
SWE 115 May Be XIV Patrick Fredell

GBR 96 Scoundrel
SUI 104 Temptation 3
SWE 132 Sofie 2

I 70 Valentina
S 89 Sexapil
N 85 Filippa
G 20 Michel
USA 122 Capriccio
SWE 114 Notorius
S 122 Woodoo
GBR 90 Lion
SWE 135 Gubbrora
SWE 115 May Be XIV
SWE 114 Notorius
GER 104 Courage VII
GER 104 Courage VII
Mon 2 Jane Ann

Peter Norlin
W. Fretz
Pelle Petterson
Sune Carlsson
Bruce Owens
John Prentice
Luca Bassani
Bernard Haissly
Carl-Gustaf Piehl
Bruce Owen
D. Grünau
Carl-Gustaf Piehl
Patrick Fredell
Sarraquigne / Brenac

Moderns
Lorenzo Bartolotti
S 96 May Be XII
U. Wagner
G 50 Ayesha III
Erik Maxwell / Laurie Smith S 102 Irene
Thomas Lundqvist
S 105 Sixten
Luca T. Bossani
K 86 Scoundrel
Philip Walwyn
K 89 Battlecry
John Kostecki
I 74 Nivola
Bruce Owen
SUI 77 Fléau
Bernard Haissly
SWE 114 Notorius
Bernard Haissly
GBR 96 Scoundrel
Bernard Haissly
GER 104 Courage VII
Bernard Haissly
SWE 132 Sophie Too
Carl-Gustaf Piehl
SWE 115 May Be XIV
Grünau / Batzill
F 116 Bravade VI

Robert Gray
Beat Furrer
Hugo Stenbeck

Zucchinetti
Patrick Fredell
Thomas Lundqvist
C. Rau
G. Foster
Carl-Gustaf Piehl
Leif Carlsson
Canning & Leigh-Wood
Claes Ahlin
Christer Salén
Carl-Gustaf Piehl
D. Grünau
Grünau / Batzill
Basil Vasiliou / Makila

Carn / Street
Dominique Barrière
Tapio Lehtinen
J. Chauveau
Luel-Brockdorff
Marina Perrot-Carpaneda
Andersin / Peterson
Andy Postle
Philippe Durr
Eric Tingley Larsen

Bronze medal
Skipper

F 109 Clyde / K 98 Silene II
F 12 Solitar Nosc
FIN 53 May Be IV
F 99 Vert Galant
DEN 58 Lady Day
D 43 Dan
USA 80 Djinn
GBR 22 Titia
SUI 44 Astrée
DEN 65 Great Dane

Boat

Silver medal
Boat
Skipper
Classics
Pierre-Paul Heckly
K 91 St. Amour II
Kinkead / Street
Pierre-Paul Heckly
D 43 Dan
Marina Perrot-Carpaneda
Jonathon Fairchild
FIN 50 Alibaba II
Peränen / Tenström
Henrik Tenström
FIN 44 Toy
Peränen / Lehtinen
Peränen / Lehtinen
NOR So Elisabeth X Oen / Hoffmann
Bill Green / Pom Green
FRA 111 Dix Aout
Pierre-Paul Heckly
Hans J. Oen
GER 59 Aida
Björn Storsberg
Rob Smith
DEN 64 Sunray
Hans Oen
Reinhard Suhner
GBR 22 Titia
Andy Postle
Ross Macdonald
USA 83 Llanoria
Eric Jespersen

Gold medal
Skipper

I 73 Moby Dick
G 51 Michel IV
K 81 Kirlo
N 85 Filippa
I 74 Nivola
K 88 St Kitts
USA 120 St. Francis IX
GBR 96 Scoundrel
SUI 77 Fléau
SUI 77 Fléau
SUI 77 Fléau
SUI 77 Fléau
SWE 114 Notorius
GER 104 Courage VII

F 44 Astrée
F 44 Astrée
K 17 Sioma II
FIN 50 Alibaba II
FIN 44 Toy
USA 60 Nancy
DEN 64 Sun Ray
GBR 48 Caprice
SUI 45 Mecara
KC 10 Gallant

Boat
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Closing words
So many words in this bulletin mean that it is enough now. Thank you for the generosity not having too much
complained of my rather poor English. I wish all of you a short winter and excellent season 2015. Hope to see and
meet you soon. Good by.
Beat Furrer

Distribution ISMA Bulletin: This complete ISMA Bulletin 2/2014
is a pdf.file and a reed only version in www.6metre.ch
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